Squatch Watch 2018
Story of the Red Ribbon Squatch
During the month of October each year a tribe of the elusive Red
Ribbon Sasquatch’s come to Dearborn County to prepare for the
coming winter. They bring information and good intentions. Join
us to track them and collect their wisdom. The tribe has 12
Sasquatch’s in it and they come to Dearborn county for only a
few days. Here is how you can help to track them and win an
entry towards a HUGE family prize pack!
Tracker Instructions
1-Vist our tracking station at the Lawrenceburg Fire Department 300 West
Tate Street Lawrenceburg IN 47025 and pick up a tracking sheet or print
one from our website dearborncountycasa.com
2-Get your friends & family together & go Squatch’in!
3- When you find a Sasquatch approach with friendship!
4- Handwrite the Red Ribbon fact from the sasquatch on your track sheet
with the location
5- Read the Location clue to find out where the next Sasquatch is.
6- Once your tracking sheet is full & you have all 12 facts-turn your sheet
back into the final location for a chance to win a family fun pack!
7- Make sure to take photographic proof of you and the Sasquatch toobecause they won’t be back till the next October!

Tag us in your pics on Instagram @dcya_indana Twitter @DCYAinfo
Visit our website dearborncountycasa.com
Prize will not be divided up. Only handwritten tracking sheets will be accepted.
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#4 was mysteriously removed from its location after the program began- Hence the
reference to 12 but only 11 to be found. We apologize for any inconvenience.

